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	 25_ger_eng_2: The Big Bird  ‘What am I supposed to do in this fish-tank?’, Gary Hume asked flippantly when he saw the enormous high ceilings of the gallery Sprueth Magers in Oranienburger Straße for the first time. Finally the British man decided to make the most of the high rooms and he designed ‘Big Bird’. The painting consists of six aluminium panels painted in gloss paint and is six meters high and four meters wide and constitutes the centerpiece of the exhibition ‘Bird in a Fish Tank’.  Hume abandoned his oft-prevailing focus on detail for this monumental painting. In an intensely flat manner, it depicts a roughly contoured bird on a pink background. Whoever saw the recent show of former pupils of Michael Craig-Martin’s at London’s Goldsmith’s-College at Haas & Fuchs gallery might feel familiar with this work; Hume showed the top left section of this piece last month.  Hume uses extreme close-ups in order to instill a sense of alienation. ‘The Bridge’, for example, shows a woman spreading her legs in an extreme way. The reference for this work, a cheerleading magazine, has been abstracted by just showing the hip and thighs in the image field. This way of working through the American ideal of beauty and the fetishism of the human body is also demonstrated in the works on paper. The motives of the cheerleaders are more visible here although their bodies are shown holding poses. Furthermore, the loose brushwork does not seek to idealize the human form. ‘Kentucky’ makes the viewer feel that cheerleading is solely exercise for the body and not a wellness cure with a beauty mask.  As the third element to the exhibition, Hume’s sculptures propose a completely different approach to the human body. Window mannequins with their twistable limbs have been the impetus of these works. There is only one red sculpture, consisting of two arms with the inevitable cheerleader’s pompoms, that stands in relation to the other works. Hume, who once said that his works were ‘talking’ to him, continues in his own particular vein with his most recent pieces. By using commercially available gloss paint that makes it difficult to gauge any personal nuances in colouring, Hume already set the benchmark for his work years ago. By painting onto aluminium his works create reflections that communicate with the viewer; the viewer sees himself when standing in front of the panels.  Hume stresses that his work does not mean or intend anything beyond the mere motif itself. Not only by that, but also with his reduced pictorial language, Hume is positioning his work close to the Minimal Art of the sixties. Only the viewer may translate the geometrical forms into the figure of a snowman. Gary Hume once said that he always believed in his works. He has come a long way with this.  Galerie Sprueth Magers, Oranienburger Straße 18 (Mitte). Until August 21, Tue-Sat 11am-6pm. 




